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Susan Schwalb
Strata #329
Gold/silverpoint, acrylic gesso on
Arches hot press watercolor paper
30.5 x 30.5 cm
1999

Cover
Susan Schwalb
Strata #329 (Detail)
Gold/silverpoint, acrylic gesso on
Arches hot press watercolor paper
30.5 x 30.5 cm
1999
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Still Masters

Frieze Masters will thankfully be the gallery’s first large scale
art fair since TEFAF Maastricht in March 2020. TEFAF was
cut short for now obvious reasons. And probably should not
have opened its doors to visitors in the first place. Yet in
hindsight we are always smarter. Plus, the sales during the
somewhat relieved and escapist atmosphere of the opening
days in Maastricht kept the gallery running way past the
first wave.
Fast forward to a year and a half later: after many online
exhibitions while the gallery was closed for a whopping
9 months. After surprisingly lively virtual commerce while
constantly manoeuvring in the fog about when to reopen
the gallery again and how. After many duly discovered walks
and internalised introspections while trying to keep a sense
of normal in our lives.
A period of suspended time and action, during which the
desire for a new normal, or even the old one, exponentially
grew, a craving for being out there and active again.
In some professions the past year and a half were the
busiest in their lives; think of nurses, doctors and scientists.
The amazing jobs they did, the scope and intensity are
hard to fathom. For others, the home office was a pleasant
discovery at first, then became increasingly monotonous and
draining. For artists it was a highly challenging period. Some
had the time of their life, finally quiet and creative in the
studio, the calendar wiped clean. Other artists did not create
one good work, feeling the constant tension and instability
that engulfed us all. Performing arts came to a complete halt.
In the gallery sector the pandemic period was in most
cases at first calm, then too calm, and in the end right out
boring. Being online threw our sector a lifeline, a platform
to communicate ideas and projects, and, above all, an
opportunity to generate some transactions. However, at least
for our gallery, the virtual blessings were no compensation
whatsoever for what we love to do: curating and hanging

exhibitions, meeting clients and artists, discussing art
eye to eye, and eyes on art. And they were no enjoyable
alternative for events and fairs, which ultimately generate
a significant share of our contacts and business.
Fairs, in many ways, have always been a mixed blessing,
particularly for smaller galleries. The costs are enormous,
the visitors hunting for big names and status objects rush
right past your booth. The art on display has to be relatively
fast to grasp and easy enough to digest. They are much too
often a roller coaster rather than plain sailing.
All the same - we always loved doing fairs! The intimacy
between a visitor and an artwork that can evolve over a
relatively short time span, or even become a coup de foudre,
is the utmost pleasure to experience. Thus, Frieze Masters is
less fashion and market(ing) driven, concentrating rather on
the quality of the art, which is why we are glad to be part of it
and why we went for a challenging mix of artists.
For our booth at Frieze Masters we decided to present
the works from the 1980s and 1990s of three gallery artists:
David Connearn, Minjung Kim and Susan Schwalb.
Entitled Still Masters, the presentation introduces the
works of these artists as oeuvres of great inner tranquillity
and equilibrium, even if to some extent as a result of their
artistic journeys. The grouping is also united by the mastery
of their idiosyncratic techniques: line drawing, Asian
calligraphy and metalpoint.
To illustrate the evolution of these artists in more depth,
the presentation at Frieze Masters will be paired with a
gallery exhibition displaying recent works by all three artists.
The gallery exhibition reinforces the title-giving idea as to why
these artists have become or rather remained Still Masters.
The combined presentations, spanning from the 1980s to
nowadays, will hopefully underline that, in their respective
fields, David Connearn, Minjung Kim and Susan Schwalb
are simply put ‘still masters’.
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David Connearn
Burning
Red and black Rotring ink pens
on 300gsm Heritage rag
200 x 200 cm
1984

Minjung Kim
Eclisse (96-020)
Ink on mulberry
Hanji paper
59 x 69 cm
1996
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David Connearn

British artist David Connearn (b. 1952) is one of the most
prominent figures in process-based drawing living today.
Connearn’s drawing practice addresses issues of temporality,
it contrasts conceptual approach with chance, and ultimately
reveals the tangibility of what is a meditative working process.
At Frieze Masters a large-scale drawing entitled Burning
is a poignant exception to the artist’s usually non-figurative
practice. A drawing quite ostensibly showing a fire is composed from letting a vertical line drawing in red ink jump into
motion to be transformed into curvilinear flame-like shapes.
The drawing is executed over a famous Buddhist text, the
Adittapariyaya sutra, or Fire Sermon, which alludes to a
“burning” with passion, aversion, delusion and suffering.
Connearn created this drawing as a comment on the times
it was made in, an awakening of the green movement in
the 1980s. Today, in times of renewed social change and
instability, a period of rising temperatures through global
warming, the message of Burning chimes strongly with our
state of the planet.
Another large-scale drawing at Frieze Masters entitled
Heraclitus – Fragment 12 lies at the core of Connearn’s vision
as an artist. It forms part of an attempt to repeat the same
drawing over and over again and achieve a resemblance
between the drawings that ultimately results in the perfect
drawing. Not surprisingly, Connearn had to realise the
impossibility of repetition, even if the parameters and focus
are virtually the same. “Panta Rhei”, Heraclitus’ famous

David Connearn
Heraclitus – Fragment 12
1.4 mm black Rotring ink pen
on 300gsm Heritage rag paper
196 x 196 cm
1983

saying that everything is moving, so can never be the same,
was the principal outcome of this drawing experiment.
Connearn launched an even more profound enquiry into
the notion of a drawn line and its repetition in the still ongoing
series entitled Five Drawings. In this series Connearn begins
with a single line that he draws freehand, left to right, as
straight as possible across the top of the page. He then
draws a second line just underneath the one above, which
follows its wandering path with all its imperfections, aiming
not to touch. Each line tries to hug the contour of the last to
then err and veer off setting a new track for the next. The
drawing unfolds like a telephone game of imperfectly echoed
lines relaying down the page.
The recurrence of this drawing act is by nature meditative
and simultaneously mind boggling. The beauty of the
resulting compositions is complex and moving. And the
connotation of a line never being like another line, whilst
still following the same path, opens up a whole field of
prospects. One can liken it to our own experience, to the
regularity and variations in our breathing, our routine, our
existence. Comparisons to weaving, music and rhythm come
to mind. Analogies to the layering of earth strata or even our
thoughts may arise. The concept could not be simpler, the
possibilities are infinite.
Text excerpts taken in parts from the late Tom Lubbock’s article
“Visual Arts: If at first you don’t succeed...”, The Independent, 1998
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David Connearn
Five Drawings, Number 1 (2.0 mm line)
Black ink pen on separate sheets of
300gsm Heritage rag paper
72 x 72 cm
1984-5
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David Connearn
Five Drawings, Number 2 (1.0 mm line)
Black ink pen on separate sheets of
300gsm Heritage rag paper
72 x 72 cm
1984-5

David Connearn
Five Drawings, Number 3 (0.5 mm line)
Black ink pen on separate sheets of
300gsm Heritage rag paper
72 x 72 cm
1984-5

David Connearn
Five Drawings, Number 4 (0.25 mm line)
Black ink pen on separate sheets of
300gsm Heritage rag paper
72 x 72 cm
1984-5
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David Connearn
Five Drawings, Number 5 (0.1 mm line)
Black ink pen on separate sheets of
300gsm Heritage rag paper
72 x 72 cm
1984-5
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David Connearn
Five Drawings, Number 2 (1 mm line)
Black Rotring ink pen on
300gsm Heritage rag paper
196 x 196 cm
1994
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Minjung Kim

Minjung Kim’s overall oeuvre is mediating between Eastern
tradition and Western modernity, blending the mystical
spirituality of Taoism with the conceptual approach of
Western art. Kim was born in Korea in 1962 into an artist’s
household where calligraphy and flower painting were
all abundant. From a very young age Kim studied with
a renowned Master (Kang Yeon-Gun) to be trained in
calligraphy, drawing and watercolour.
Not surprisingly, Kim’s early work from the late 1980s and
early 1990s is very much rooted in ancient Eastern custom,
passing through the trials of figuration and themes of nature
and flora. In 1992 Kim moved to Italy to study at the Brera
Academy in Milan, marking a shift in her practice to a more
abstract and gestural manner. Works from this period are
still connected to the Eastern ideas of calligraphy, yet can
already be linked to a painting tradition that spread from
the Far East to the West, when artists like Henri Michaux,
Mark Tobey, Jackson Pollock and Pierre Alechinsky began
to employ the gesture as a main means of expression.
Mainly based in Western Europe from this time onwards, Kim began to fuse Eastern traditions with Western
influences. Amongst them was a profound dialogue with
Western music, in particular Claude Debussy, where softly
flowing touches meet with expressive passages, both
elements very much present in Kim’s oeuvre from the
mid-nineties. Freely executed brush strokes in her drawings
can be directly related to the idea of musical notes, as for
example in Untitled from 1996 (archive no. 96-024). Other
drawings display a more forceful energy absorbed from the
developing Western approach to gestural painting.

Eclisse, for instance, is still reminiscent of a flower, while
simultaneously suggesting an explosive gesture that
demonstrates a new understanding of empty space.
The colour black remains at the centre of most
compositions, bowing to its significance in Eastern art as
the colour that subsumes all other colours, the pigment of
black ink being the root of all things. Colour, nevertheless,
becomes increasingly significant in the works from the
mid-nineties. The blue in Subconscious is again fusing an
Eastern tradition of a sacred and celestial colour with the
more modern or Western conceptual understanding of colour
by the likes of Yves Klein and even as far back as Giotto. The
black and red colour, expressively crossing paths in Natura,
symbolise the hot and the cold, or winter and summer in
Eastern interpretation, while simultaneously allowing a rather
existentialist Western reading which implies the opposition
of life and death.
Untitled from 1996 (archive no. 96-027) includes the
colours blue as well as diluted reds and blacks, a colour
technique that Kim keeps employing up until very recently.
More interestingly though, Kim burns a hole into the
composition to create a new kind of void. Here, another
link can be made to Western artists obliterating art history
through destruction or working with fire as a medium. More
poignant though is the reference to Kim’s later work, where
the burning becomes a fundamental compositional feature.
Yet, in contrast to her Western colleagues, the burning is
not a means of destruction or obliteration, it is a way to find
harmony between creation and destruction.
Text excerpts taken in parts from Antonio D’Avossa’s article
“From Ink to Fire”, Minjung Kim, Skira, 2006

Minjung Kim
Natura (96-028)
Ink and watercolour on
mulberry Hanji paper
101 x 136.5 cm
1996
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Minjung Kim
Untitled (96-026)
Ink on mulberry Hanji paper
35 x 42.5 cm
1996
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Minjung Kim
Untitled (96-024)
Ink on mulberry Hanji paper
35.5 x22.5 cm
1996
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Minjung Kim
Untitled (96-027)
Mixed media on
mulberry Hanji paper
33.5 x 29 cm
1996

Minjung Kim
Subconscious (99-035)
Ink and watercolour on
mulberry Hanji paper
120 x 50 cm
1999
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Susan Schwalb

Susan Schwalb was born in New York City in 1944 and has,
throughout her career, become widely known for the revival
of the metalpoint technique, which Schwalb has practiced
almost exclusively since 1974. American artists have been
interested in metalpoint drawings since the late 19th century,
motivated by the British revival headed by Alphonse Legros
(1837-1911), and have accomplished an array of mainly
figurative imagery, which the medium has been connected
to since its beginnings in the Renaissance.
Schwalb began with a figurative exploration of the medium
herself, for example an quasi classic series of skilfully drawn
sensuous orchids in silver and copperpoint. Gradually moving
away from the more traditional depictions, the idiosyncrasy
of metal point, the precise and sensual quality of the line
and the subtle nuances in the surface treatment, allowed
Schwalb to explore new themes and make technical trials
when researching the medium in more depth.
The most radical change came about in the early 1980s
with the Parchment and Markings series, when Schwalb
abandoned the figurative image and began to employ a more
abstract, initially gestural language. In addition, Schwalb
experimented with other media such as smoke, fire and wax
on clay coated paper, partly tearing and burning the paper to
challenge the possibilities of the medium. The colour in these
works is gentle but fleshy and increases the sensual as well
as spiritual quality of the drawings. Even if the works still
imply floral references, the series is pervaded by a sense of
catharsis and liberation. It marks a step away from symbolic
and literal subject matter towards new motifs, experimental
surface treatment and a complex range in tonal shifts.

Susan Schwalb
Parchment XII
Copperpoint, fire, smoke on
clay coated paper
30.5 x 23 cm
1981

Unlike her later, more linear and partly geometric work,
these early drawings are organic, extremely sensuous and
fragile. The sensitive and delicate properties of the medium,
coupled with the intrusion through burning, allow a rather
personal reading of these series, suggesting emotional
conflict and desire.
Leaving the “turmoil” of the series with the burnt papers
behind, Schwalb moved into the direction of more tranquil
and balanced compositions, already announcing the route
of her future artistic journey. The Strata series from the
early 1990s is purely abstract, yet highly evocative. The
compositions are reminiscent of geological layering, water
reflections or landscapes. The layout is often inspired by
Schwalb’s own memories of light and shade, of her travels,
observations and feelings. The metals are pulled along the
paper surface horizontally, employing much wider bands and
lines as if laid down with a brush, resulting in patterns of
shimmering atmospheric impressions.
Schwalb’s work has been gaining ever wider recognition
in the past decade. Drawings by the artist are part of the
British Museum collection, a group of ten works from
different periods. Selected works were on display in the
historic silver point exhibition Drawing in Silver and Gold:
Leonardo to Jasper Johns in 2015, and recently in the
exhibition Pushing Paper: Contemporary Drawing from 1970
to now, both at the British Museum. The Courtauld Institute
has recently acquired a group of eight drawings including
several works from recent as well as earlier series.
Text excerpts taken in parts from essays by Dr Ketty Gottardo, Martin Halusa
Curator of Drawings, The Courtauld Institute of Art, and Frances A. Carey,
former British Museum Curator
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Susan Schwalb
Parchment XIII
Copperpoint, fire, smoke
on clay coated paper
30.5 x 23 cm
1981
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Susan Schwalb
Markings V
Copperpoint, fire & wax
on clay coated paper
30.5 x 23 cm
1982
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Susan Schwalb
Parchment (3/V/81)
Copperpoint, fire, smoke
on clay coated paper
30.5 x 23 cm
1981
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Susan Schwalb
Summer, 1982
Copperpoint, wax, smoke on
clay coated paper
30.5x 23 cm
1982
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Susan Schwalb
Triptych V
Copperpoint, fire, smoke, wax on
clay coated paper
61 x 137 cm
1982
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Susan Schwalb
Strata #167
Brass/copper/aluminumpoint on
clay coated paper
30.5 x 30.5 cm
1998

Susan Schwalb
Strata #301
Silver/copperpoint
on clay coated paper
45.8 x 45.8 cm
1998
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Still Masters
at the Gallery
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The exhibition Still Masters at the gallery expands the
presentation at Frieze Masters not only historically. It
illustrates the development David Connearn, Minjung Kim
and Susan Schwalb have made to the present day, and,
as stated in the editorial of this publication, reinforces the
title-giving idea as to why these artists have become or
rather remained Still Masters.
David Connearn is, to a certain extent, the artist that stayed
most faithful to the core of his practice since the 1980s. Line
drawing invariably forms the essence of his creation, even if
he is constantly pushing the boundaries conceptually, as well
as in form and content.
Contextualising the two presentations, it makes much
sense, that a recent, if smaller version than at Frieze Masters
of Connearn’s series Five Drawings will be on display at the
gallery. Yet another series entitled 1000 Signata exemplifies
the intellectual rigour and bandwidth Connearn subjects his
practice to. 1000 Signata, a group of 16 drawings, is visually
related to a series of single Signata works. These drawings
refer to signs for identities, or “signatures”, which for various
reasons have been obscured or rendered unknowable by
overdrawing.
1000 Signata also uses a process of overdrawing, which
Connearn has applied in different ways over the course of
several years, in particular for the Refuge series. In both
cases, intentionally selected colours are employed to then be
consecutively obliterated in systematic steps. The drawing
purpose of 1000 Signata is purely aesthetic and has consequently no external reference beyond their own matrix.
This elaborate and playful set of drawings is an homage to
the inventive processes used by Sol LeWitt.

Minjung Kim’s oeuvre has taken spectacular new developments since her works from the 1990s presented at
Frieze Masters. Achieving equilibrium has remained the
all-compassing force. Though Kim has ventured into many
new spheres, exceedingly integrating Western concepts
and ideas into her vocabulary. Kim relinquished the gestural
brush stroke more or less completely. Traces remain in her
Predestination series, and most prominently in the subtle
layering of her landscapes in the mesmerising Mountain
series, executed in delicate gradations of diluted ink.
The gentle beginnings of burning the paper in a few
works during the mid-1990s has become a fundamental
feature and technique that pervades almost all of Kim’s new
work. Most of the artist’s recent series are collages made
of carefully layered sheets of thin, finely textured Korean
Mulberry Hanji paper that is burnt at the edges, essentially
drawing the lines with fire.
In Timeless, thin strips of horizontal burnt lines carefully
meander across the surface to accumulate in small bands
until reaching the upper margin. A softly undulating image
emerges from the slightly changing tonalities of the paper,
accentuated through the darker shadings of the burnt edges.
Timeless imbues great tranquillity and inner balance, a state
of mind and heart much desired in times of uncertainty and
change. The oscillation between creation and destruction, the
repeated, almost meditative movements unite Kim’s works
to convey an almost visible transience of time.

Susan Schwalb’s metalpoint drawings have made the most
apparent evolution towards a more tranquil and minimalist
oeuvre. With the Strata series already setting an abstract
tone in the 1990s, successive series reveal an even more
reduced, geometrical and metaphorical language.
At the same time colour is brought into the creative
process through the pigments used for preparing the papers
or panels. Schwalb further expands the versatility and technical ability of the medium by using up to eight different
metal points as well as metal brushes and wool pads. The
abstract compositions of narrow horizontal or diagonal lines
and geometric patterns are elegant and subtle while evoking
an atmosphere of serenity. The peculiarities of the diverse
metals Schwalb is using – among them silver, gold, brass,
copper, platinum, pewter, bronze and aluminium – allow for
soft shifts in tone and colour to cause ephemeral effects,
which have more nuances than any line drawing can usually
convey. The works on black and white ground are meditative
and quiet, often possessing more tonal hues, whilst the works
focusing on colour, develop more patterned and expressive
structures where drawing and painting elements unite.
Series like Convergence, Polyphony or Harmonization are
often related to musical configurations, disclosing parallels in
the tonal structures and metaphysical qualities.
Works from the Currents or Aurora series are inspired
by natural phenomena such as the atmospheric presence
of clouds and wind or the reflections of sunlight and water.
Despite the precision metalpoint possesses as a medium,
Schwalb consistently accomplishes to obtain a shimmering
luminosity that gives her drawings a poetic dimension and
an almost sculptural quality.
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David Connearn
Five Drawings
Installation shot
TEFAF Maastricht
2020
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David Connearn
Five Drawings, Number 1 (2.0 mm line)
Black ink on 300gsm Heritage Rag paper
42 x 42 cm
2019
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David Connearn
Five Drawings, Number 2 (1.0 mm line)
Black ink on 300gsm Heritage Rag paper
42 x 42 cm
2019
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David Connearn
Five Drawings, Number 3 (0.5 mm line)
Black ink on 300gsm Heritage Rag paper
42 x 42 cm
2019

David Connearn
Five Drawings, Number 4 (0.25 mm line)
Black ink on 300gsm Heritage Rag paper
42 x 42 cm
2019

David Connearn
Five Drawings, Number 5 (0.13 mm line)
Black ink on 300gsm Heritage Rag paper
42 x 42 cm
2019
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David Connearn
Signata (with red yellow blue
green [no black])
Aristo acrylic & Rotring inks on
300gsm Fabriano Artistico paper,
29.7 x 29.7 cm
2018

David Connearn
Signata (without red yellow blue
green [black all over])
Aristo acrylic & Rotring inks on
300gsm Fabriano Artistico paper
29.7 x 29.7 cm
2018
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David Connearn
1000 Signata
Installation shot
TEFAF Maastricht
2019

David Connearn
1000 Signata
Aristo acrylic & Rotring inks on
300gsm Fabriano Artistico paper
16 drawings, 29.7 x 29.7 cm each
2019
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Minjung Kim
Mountain (20-055)
Ink on mulberry Hanji paper
125 x 204 cm
2020
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Minjung Kim
Timeless (20-066)
Mixed media on
mulberry Hanji paper
95 x 133.5 cm
2020
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Susan Schwalb
Installation view
Convergence exhibition
Patrick Heide Contemporary Art
2019

Susan Schwalb
Harmonizations IX
Silver/gold/brass/copper/tin/
aluminiumpoint, black gesso
on wood
61 x 61 x 5 cm
2019
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Susan Schwalb
Convergence #11
Silverpoint, Roberson ground
on Arches watercolour paper
30.5 x 30.5 cm
2017

Susan Schwalb
Convergence II
Silverpoint, navy blue gesso,
Arches watercolour paper on wood
61 x 61 x 5 cm
2017
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Susan Schwalb
Currents II
Silver/aluminumpoint, aluminum brush,
Aluminum wool pad, cobalt blue gesso
on museum mount board on wood
76 x 76 x 5 cm
2018

Susan Schwalb
Polyphony XV
Silver/gold/copper/aluminiumpoint,
purple gesso on museum mount
board on wood
61 x 61 x 5 cm
2016
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